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ABSTRACT 

The rapid development of social networks, intelligent sensors, mobile solutions 

and Internet of things has led to the emergence of large data sets.  Efficiently and 

effectively exploring these data sets is a challenging question, especially when 

the imperfectness of real-world needs to be taken into account. The objective of 

this paper is thus to propose several solutions for modelling, representing and 

implementing imperfect information within large fuzzy databases. More 

specifically, in this paper imperfect information is modelled through a series of 

generic fuzzy data types, uniformly represented by means of possibility 

distributions and implemented using the basic constructs of object databases. 

These solutions are particularly useful for exploring large fuzzy databases since 

they permit to minimize the space required to store imperfect information, and 

access efficiently and effectively these databases.  

Keywords: large data sets; imperfect information; uncertainty; imprecision; 

fuzziness; incomplete data; fuzzy attributes; fuzzy database; mapping rule 

Introduction 

The digital era is characterized by large data sets resulting from the rapid and 

worldwide development of social networks, intelligent sensors, mobile solutions and 

Internet of things. These heterogeneous data sets are stored in organizations, under 

various forms as structured data like data warehouse and unstructured data. Filtrating, 
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organizing and extracting pertinent information from these data sets in order to help 

different users in many areas use efficiently and effectively is a challenging question, 

especially when the imperfectness  ̶ ̶  including uncertainly, imprecision and fuzziness  ̶  ̶ 

of real-world needs to be taken into account.  

In fuzzy databases, attributes may be crisp or fuzzy. The crisp attributes are 

defined and implemented as with the conventional databases. The fuzzy attributes are 

domain-specific and most of them are not supported by conventional databases. 

Although there are a large number of fuzzy data models and databases that have been 

proposed in the literature (see, e.g., Berzal et al., 2007; Bosc et al, 2005; Cadenas et al., 

2010, 2014; Cuevas et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2014; Ma and Yan, 2010; Ma et al., 2014; 

Yan and Ma, 2014a, 2014b), these models fail to respond adequately to the 

characteristics of the digital age: very large data sets that evolve rapidly and an 

increased need for the organizations to extract crucial knowledge and data pertinent for 

decision making from these data sets.  Having timely the required and relevant 

information and knowledge is considered as a critical issue for the organizations. 

Thus, the objective of this paper is to propose several solutions to handle the 

uncertainly, imprecision and fuzziness of knowledge and data within large and evolving 

data sets. More specifically, we propose several solutions for modelling, representing 

and implementing imperfect information within large fuzzy databases. In this paper, 

imperfect information is modelled through a series of generic fuzzy data types, 

uniformly represented by means of possibility distributions and implemented using the 

basic constructs of object databases. For implementation purposes, we designed a set of 

rules in order to map the different fuzzy attributes from the initial fuzzy data model into 

the destination fuzzy database model. These rules are generic permitting to implement 
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the fuzzy data types using any database system that supports the basic constructs of 

object databases (see, e.g., Singh et al. (2014)), especially multi-valued attributes, 

composed attributes and array data types.  

These solutions are particularly useful for exploring large fuzzy databases since 

they minimize the space required to store imperfect information, and permit to access 

efficiently and effectively these databases. Indeed, these solutions offer: (i) an 

uniformed way to model and represent a large set of fuzzy data types through possibility 

distributions; (ii) a reduced number of meta-relations and relations to store the fuzzy 

data and their characteristics; and (iii) a reduced access and exploration time for 

extracting pertinent information from these data sets. 

The rest of the paper goes as follows. The next section deals with imperfect 

information modelling and representation. The third section provides the mapping rules.  

The fourth section focuses on the implementation aspects. The fifth section presents the 

performance analysis and a comparative study. The sixth section discusses some 

implementation issues. The last section concludes the paper. 

Modelling and representation of imperfect information  

Different terms have been used in the fuzzy database literature to design information 

which is not crisp and there are several attempts to classify them (e.g., Cadenas et al, 

2011; Klir and Yuan, 2005; Ma, 2005; Rodrigues et al, 2009).  The term ‘imperfection’ 

has been introduced by Motro (1990) to indicate imprecision, vagueness, uncertainty 

and inconsistency. In Bosc and Prade (1990), the authors distinguish five types of 

imperfect information: inconsistency, imprecision, vagueness, uncertainty and 

ambiguity. In this paper, the term ‘imperfect information’ is used to design all kinds of 
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non crisp information, especially imprecision, vagueness and uncertainty. 

In the rest of this section, we provide a rich set of fuzzy data types permitting to 

model almost all kinds of imperfect information. This list has been established based on 

the works of  Bahri et al (2005), Medina et al (1995) and Rodrigues et al (2009).  The 

fuzzy data types are organized according to their domains into three groups: (i) fuzzy 

data types defined over ordered domains, (ii) fuzzy data types defined as linguistic 

labels, and (iii) fuzzy data types defined over unordered domains. We have also added a 

fourth group relative to (iv) incomplete data, which includes three specific values, 

namely unknown, undefined or null, that may be taken by fuzzy data types. The 

different fuzzy data types and values introduced in what follows are uniformly 

represented by means of possibility distributions. 

Fuzzy data types defined over ordered domains 

This group contains fuzzy data types having possibility distribution defined on an 

ordered discrete or continuous domain. Each data type of this group is associated with a 

degree of membership (d.o.m) function. A brief description of these data types follows. 

Fuzzy Range. The Fuzzy Range data type is represented through as a trapezoidal 

possibility distribution.  This data type handles the ‘more or less’ information between 

two numeric values. The graphical representation of possibility distribution of this data 

type  is given by Model I.1 in Figure 1 and may be written as {(z)/z:zD} where  D is 

the domain of the data type values and (z) is the d.o.m of z in the fuzzy set on which 

the data type is defined.  As it is shown in this figure, four parameters are required to 

define the possibility distribution of this data type:, ,   and . The parameters   and 

  represent the support of the fuzzy set associated with the data type values and   and 
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 represent the limits of the transition zones. 

Approximate Value. The Approximate Value data type handles the imprecise concept 

‘approximately n’ where n is a number. The triangular graphical representation of 

possibility distribution of this data type is illustrated by Model I.2 in Figure 1 and may 

be written as {(z)/z:zD}. Here, three parameters are required: the central value of the 

concept c, limit of left transition zone c
-
 and the limit of right transition zone c

+
.   

Interval. The Interval data type is a special case of Fuzzy Range data type that represents 

the classical crisp range. It is represented graphically by Model I.3 in Figure 1. 

Mathematically, the possibility distribution of Interval data type is written as 

{(z)/z:zD}. The parameters required here are the limits of the range  and . 

 

 

Figure 1 Fuzzy data types defined over ordered domains 

 

Less Than/More Than. The ‘Less Than’ and ‘More Than’ data types focalize only on 

one side of a value. The graphical representations of the possibility distributions of  

'Less Than' and 'More Than' data types are shown in Models I.4 and I.5 in Figure 1, 

respectively.  Mathematically, the possibility distribution associated with both of them 

may be written as {(z)/z:zD} . Two parameters are required to define these data 

   

   

I.1 I.2 I.3 

   

I.4 I.5 I.6 
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types:  the value of interest (  or ) and the limit of the transition range ( or ). 

Discrete Possibility Distribution.  A Discrete Possibility Distribution (or simply Possibility 

Distribution) is defined over an ordered set of numeric values. This data type is   often 

represented as {p1/d1,...,pn/dn} with pi≤pi+1, di is a numerical value and  pi[0,1]  is  the 

possibility that the value of the concept under consideration is equal to di. Generally the 

pi must sum to 1 to obtain a normalized distribution.  The characteristics of this data 

type are given by Model I.6 in Figure 1. The graphical representation of a Possibility 

Distribution takes the form of a histogram where the height of the ith element of the 

histogram (relative to the value di of the concept considered) is the possibility value pi. 

Fuzzy data types defined as linguistic labels  

Some imperfections are expressed in terms of linguistic labels that refer to imprecise 

concepts which may be associated with a possibility distribution. Different models of 

possibility distributions can be used to represent linguistic labels. Figure 2 presents 

graphical representation of four common linguistic labels. Model II.1 in Figure 2 

represents the Gaussian model. The parameters required here are: the central value of 

the data type c and the parameter a that governs the shape of the d.o.m. Model II.2 in 

Figure 2   is an extension of the previous one that applies when the central value of the 

concept may take a range of values instead of only one value. Four parameters are 

required here: the limits of the central range a1 and a2; and the left and right transition 

zones b1 and b2, respectively. Note that a1 and a2 are the crossover (or transition) points 

defined such that (a1)=(a2)=0.5. Models II.3 and II.4 in Figure 2 are the asymmetric 

extensions of Model II.1 that apply when only the left or right side of the concept is of 

interest. The required parameters are a2 and b2 for Model II.3; and a1 and b1 for Model 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/12460125.2017.1252232
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II.4.  

Figure 2 Fuzzy data types defined as linguistic labels 

 

The mathematical representation of all these data types is {(z)/z:zD}. 

Attributes defined as linguistic labels need also to be associated with proximity relations 

defined on their domains. Each linguistic label may be represented by its membership 

function. If the reference set is a finite set, the d.o.m are discrete values    defined in 

[0,1]. If the reference set is infinite, we can represent the d.o.m values as continuous 

membership functions. 

Fuzzy data types defined on unordered domains 

This group contains fuzzy data types constructed on unordered discrete domains. By 

unordered domain we mean that the order of the possible values has no importance. 

Some of the data types of this group require the definition of similarly or resemblance 

relationships on their domains. 

Single Scalar. The Single Scalar data type corresponds to simple linguistic values with 

no explicit possibility distribution. However, a possibility distribution of a simple scalar 

s may be defined as {1/s}. A proximity relation is often associated with this data type. 

The Single Scalar data type is designed by Model III.1 in the rest of the paper. 

Simple Number. The Simple Number is a crisp data type which is handled as in 

    

  
  

II.1 II.2 II.3 II.4 
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conventional databases. The possibility representation of a Simple Number n is {1.0/n}. 

This Simple Number data type is designed by Model III.2 in the rest of the paper. 

Possible Scalar Assignments. The Possible Scalar Assignments data type permits to 

handle data types defined on a set of scalars. For example, the height of a person may be 

defined as follows: Height= {tall, very tall}. We can associate to this data type the 

possibility distribution {1/tall, 1/very tall}. A proximity relation is often defined on the 

domain of this data type. The Possible Scalar Assignments data type is designed by 

Model III.3 in the rest of the paper. 

Possible Numeric Assignments. The Possible Numeric Assignments is similar to the 

previous one. It differs only on the fact that it is defined on a set of numeric values. For 

example, the height of a person may be defined as follows:  Height= {1.85, 1.95}.  It 

can be represented through the possibility distribution {1/1.85, 1/1.95}. This type is 

designed by Model III.4 in the rest of the paper. 

Incomplete data 

To model incompleteness in fuzzy databases, some data types may take some 

specific values, namely Unknown, Undefined or Null. 

 

 Unknown. This data value means that we cannot decide which is the value of 

the data type among several plausible values. But the data type may take any value from 

its domain. The possibility distribution of the Unknown data value is {1/u:uD}.  In the 

rest of this paper, an unknown data value is denoted by unk and called Model IV.1. The 

graphical representation of an unknown value is given in Figure 3. 
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Undefined.  This data value means that there is not any defined value that can be 

assigned to the data type. This means that no one of the domain values is authorized. 

The possibility distribution of undefined data value is {0/u:uD}. In the rest of this 

paper, an undefined value is denoted by und and called Model IV.2. The graphical 

representation of an undefined value is given in Figure 3. 

 

Null. This data value means that we cannot even know whether the value is 

unknown or undefined. The possibility distribution of this data type is {1/unk,1/und}. In 

the rest of this paper, an undefined data value is denoted by nil and called Model IV.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Graphical representation of unknown and undefined values 

Specification and transformation of attributes 

In that follows, we denote by M the original fuzzy data model and by T the destination 

fuzzy database model. An attribute in M is basically characterized by its name, data type 

and domain. There are other system attributes but only these ones are considered in this 

paper. The domain of an attribute is the set of values the attribute may take.  Let D(Attr) 

denotes  the domain of attribute Attr. An attribute may be crisp or fuzzy. A crisp 

attribute may take any conventional data type (e.g., integer, string).  The data type of a 

fuzzy attribute may be any one from the list introduced earlier. In addition to its basic 

data type, a fuzzy attribute is characterized by a set of parameters permitting to generate 

its possibility distribution. In the most general case, the values of a fuzzy attribute Attr 

  

  

IV.1 IV.2 
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belong to D(Attr){unk, und, nil}. 

The mapping of an attribute AttrM into T concerns both the extensional level 

and intensional level of the destination fuzzy database T. The first one is related to the 

transformation of the attribute during the creation of the destination fuzzy database T. 

The second is relative to the characteristics of the attributes. 

Extensional level 

At the extensional level, the crisp attributes are mapped as in conventional database 

models. In turn, the fuzzy attributes are mapped into different types of attributes, along 

with their fuzzy data types. In what follows, we provide a series of rules for mapping 

crisp and fuzzy attributes at the extensional level. 

The following mapping rule applies to attributes defined as crisp data types. 

Mapping Rule 1. Let Attr be a crisp attribute in M. Attribute Attr is mapped in T 

as a crisp attribute with the same name and characteristics. 

Fuzzy attributes defined according to Models I.1 to I.5 or Models II.1 to II.4 are 

mapped according to the following rule. 

Mapping Rule 2. Let Attr be a fuzzy attribute in M defined through Models I.1 to 

I.5 or Models II.1 to II.4. The attribute Attr is mapped in T into a new composed 

attribute with the same name and composed of the following elements: (i) Value: 

which is devoted to store the value of the attribute as provided by the user; (ii) 

DataType:  which is the data type of the attribute provided by the user; and (iii)  

ParametersList: which is a multi-valued attribute indicating the list of 

parameters' values needed to generate the possibility distribution of the value 

specified in the first  component. 

According to this definition, at the extensional level, a fuzzy attribute defined 

according to Models I.1 to I.5 or Models II.1 to II.4 can accept crisp as well as fuzzy 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/12460125.2017.1252232
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values. Hence, the component DataType can be either crisp or fuzzy. However, we note 

that when the value of the attribute is crisp, the component ParametersList will be 

empty.  

Fuzzy attributes defined as Discrete Possibility Distribution data type (Model 

I.6) are mapped into a two-dimensional list of the form ((p1,d1),...,(pn,dn)) with pi≤pi+1, 

di is a numerical value and pi[0,1]  is  the possibility that the value of the concept 

under consideration is equal to di, e.g., Age=((0.5,20),(1,21),(0.7,22),(0.3,23)). The 

mapping of fuzzy attributes defined according to Model I.6 is formalized by the 

following rule. 

Mapping Rule 3.    Let Attr be a fuzzy attribute in M defined through Model I.6. 

Then, the attribute Attr is mapped in T into an attribute with the same name and 

accepting values defined as a two-dimensional list of the form ((p1,d1)),..., 

((pn,dn)) where  pi are di are as defined above. 

Fuzzy attributes defined as Single Scalars (e.g., Quality=average) (see Model 

III.1) with pre-defined domains are mapped according to the following rule. 

Mapping Rule 4. Let Attr be a fuzzy attribute in M defined through Model III.1. 

Then, the attribute Attr is mapped in T into an attribute with the same name and 

of text data type with a pre-defined domain. 

Fuzzy attributes defined as a Possible Scalar Assignments Set (e.g., 

Quality={bad, average, good}) or a Possible Numerical Assignments Set (e.g., 

Age={20,21,22,23})  are mapped  according to the following rule. 

Mapping Rule 5. Let Attr be a fuzzy attribute in M defined through Models III.3 

or III.4.  Then, the attribute Attr is mapped in T into an attribute with the same 

name and defined as one-dimensional list of scalar (for Model III.3) or numerical 

(for Model III.4) values. 
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 Intensional level 

The characteristics of the attributes need to be added to the intensional level of the 

destination fuzzy database T. This requires the creation of several metadata relations. In 

the rest of this section, we first detail the mapping of the basic characteristics of crisp as 

well as fuzzy attributes. Then, we present the mapping of the characteristics of the 

linguistic labels and the proximity relations that can be associated with some fuzzy 

attributes. 

 Mapping of the basic characteristics of attributes 

To maintain the basic characteristics of both crisp and fuzzy attributes, we propose to 

define three meta-relations: ATTRIBUTES, SYM-ATTRIBUTES and FUZZ-

ATTRIBUTES. The meta-relation ATTRIBUTES is devoted to store the characteristics 

of crisp attributes. At least the flowing attributes should be maintained: (i) AttrID: it 

uniquely identifies each attribute; (ii) AttrName: the name of the  attribute; (iii) 

RelationID: denotes the fuzzy relation  to which the attribute belongs; (iv) DataType: 

the crisp data   type of the  attribute (it may take the values of integer, real, float, etc.);  

(v) IsMultiValued: indicates if the attribute is  multi-valued or not; and (vi) IsKey: says 

if the attribute is a key  or part of a key or not. 

Mapping Rule 6.   Let Attr be a crisp attribute in M. The characteristics of 

attribute Attr are added to meta-relation ATTRIBUTES in T with the same 

structure given above. 

The meta-relation SYM-ATTRIBUTES is devoted to store the characteristics of 

symbolic attributes. It contains the same attributes as the meta-relation ATTRIBUTES 

(i.e.,   AttrID, AttrName, RelationID, DataType, IsMultiValued and IsKey) with the 
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same definition as above and adds a new multi-valued attribute called Domain devoted 

to specify the possible values of the attribute. These values should have the same basic 

data type indicated in DataType attribute. 

Mapping Rule 7.   Let Attr be a symbolic attribute in M. The characteristics of 

attribute Attr are added to meta-relation SYM-ATTRIBUTES in T with the same 

structure given above. 

The meta-relation FUZZ-ATTRIBUTES is devoted to store the characteristics of 

fuzzy attributes. It is structured as follows: (i)  AttrID: it uniquely identifies each 

attribute; (ii) AttrName: the name of the attribute; (iii)  CompAttrName: a   component 

attribute of  AttrName, which, as specified by Mapping Rule 2,  can take one of the 

following three values: Value, DataType and ParametersList; (iv)  RelationID: the 

fuzzy relation to which the attribute belongs; (v) DataType:  the data type of the 

component attribute; (vi) IsMultiValued: indicates if the attribute is multi-valued or not; 

and (vii) FuzzyDomain:  the domain of fuzzy attribute. The attribute DataType may take 

a crisp data type (i.e., defined as   integer, real, float, etc.) or a fuzzy data type from the 

list given in the second section. In the first case, the attribute DataType and 

FuzzyDomain will have the same value. 

Mapping Rule 8.   Let Attr be a fuzzy attribute in M. The characteristics of 

attribute  Attr are added  to meta-relation FUZZ-ATTRIBUTES  in T with the 

same structure given above. 

Mapping of the characteristics of linguistic labels 

The domains of some fuzzy data types may require the specification of a set of 

linguistic labels. To maintain the characteristics of these linguistic labels, we propose to 

define a meta-relation called LABELS with the following  attributes: (i) AttrID: it 
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uniquely identifies each attribute; (ii) LabelID: the label identifier, which is unique for 

each attribute; (iii) Label: the label value; (iv) Model: indicates the model used to define 

the membership function of the linguistic label; and (v) ParametersList:  which is a 

multi-valued attribute used to maintain the list of parameters needed to generate the 

possibility distributions of linguistic labels. 

Mapping Rule 9.   Let  Attr be a fuzzy attribute in M. If the domain of Attr is 

defined as a set of linguistic labels, then add the characteristics of these linguistic 

labels to meta-relation LABELS in T with the same structure given above. 

It is important to note that the parameters specified in ParametersList of the 

meta-relation LABELS depend on the application domain and should be specified by 

the domain's expert. 

Mapping of the proximity relations 

Some fuzzy data types may require the definition of a proximity relation on their 

domains.  To maintain the characteristics of these proximity relations, we propose to 

define a meta-relation PROXIMITY with the following attributes: (i) AttrID: references 

the attribute for which the proximity relation is defined; (ii) Label1ID and (iii) 

Label2ID: denote two linguistic terms belonging to the attribute's domain; and (iv) 

Degree: stores the similarity degree between Label1ID and Label2ID. 

Mapping Rule 10.   Let Attr be a fuzzy attribute in M with fuzzy domain defined 

as a set of linguistic labels. If the linguistic labels are associated with a proximity 

relation, then the characteristics of these proximity relations should be added to 

meta-relation PROXIMITY in T with the same structure given above. 
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Implementation 

The proposed mapping rules have been implemented on the Object-Relational Database 

Management System PostgreSQL. 

Database example 

For illustration purposes, we will use the database example given in Figure 4. This 

example is a simple extract reproduced from the fuzzy data model given in Jandoubi et 

al (2015a). Although this example is initially based on the Fuzzy Semantic Model 

(Bouaziz et al, 2007), the solutions proposed in this paper are generic and can apply to 

any fuzzy data model.  We note in particular that in Jandoubi et al (2015a), GALAXY, 

STAR, SUPERNOVA and PERSON are defined as classes. This is not a requirement in 

the sense that our solutions may apply to fuzzy classes or fuzzy relations with no 

modification. 

 

 

Figure 4 Database example 

In Figure 4, fuzzy attributes are bold-faced and symbolic attributes are italic-

faced. The remaining attributes are crisp. The underlined attributes are the keys. For 

example, STAR has one crisp attribute (StarName), one symbolic attribute (TypeStar) 

and four fuzzy attributes (Age,  Location, Luminosity and Weight). 
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The database level 

Fuzzy data types 

In this research project, the different data types given in the second section  that require 

at least one parameter are implemented as Fuzzy Abstract Data Types (FADT). In such 

a way, these FADTs can be used for instantiating different fuzzy data types associated 

with different relations/classes in the same application domain or even in different 

application domains. For instance, a FADT implementing an Approximate Value can be 

used to define the attribute Age associated with STAR in Figure 4 and another attribute 

called Age associated with PERSON. We need simply to use different parameters' 

values to instantiate the FADT implementing the Approximate Value. 

The new data types in PostgreSQL are created using the CREATE TYPE 

command.  There are three different forms for this command. The first form creates a 

composite type. The composite type is specified by a list of attribute names and data 

types. The second form creates an enumerated type. Enumerated types take a list of one 

or more quoted labels. The third form creates a new base type. The first form is used 

here to define fuzzy data types while the second form is used to define domains of 

linguistics labels and symbolic attributes. The third, more advanced, form of CREATE 

TYPE is very useful in creating fuzzy data types. However, in this paper, fuzzy data 

types are defined as composite data types using the first form of CREATE TYPE. 

Nevertheless, we intend use the advanced form in our future work. 

     The generic syntax of the first form of CREATE TYPE command is as 

follows: 

CREATE TYPE name AS ( AttributeName datatype [, ... ]  ) 
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Hence, composite types are simply defined as collection of attribute names and 

data types. This is essentially the same as the row type of a table, but using CREATE 

TYPE avoids the need to create an actual table when all that is wanted is to define a 

type.  We provide in Listing 1 some illustrative examples for creating FADT related to 

the mapping of the data model of Figure 4.  The two first examples permit to create the 

Fuzzy Range data type. As indicated earlier, the possibility distribution of Fuzzy Range 

data types are defined through four parameters that we denoted by , ,  and .  The 

basic domain on which these parameters are defined may be integer or real. For this 

purpose, we defined two types of Fuzzy Range in Listing 1:  IntegerFuzzyRange and 

RealFuzzyRange. The first type is integer-based Fuzzy Range data type where all the 

parameters should be integer. The second type is real-based Fuzzy Range data type 

where all parameters are defined as real. This distinction between integer and real 

domains is maintained also for the definition of Approximate Value and Interval data 

types (see Listing 1). The same description given above still applies here but with 

different number of parameters (three for Approximate Value data type and two for 

Interval data type). 

 

Listing 1 Creating fuzzy ADTs 

 

The use of these fuzzy data types for creating fuzzy attributes is discussed and 

illustrated later. 
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Fuzzy and symbolic domains 

The domain of linguistic labels and symbolic attributes are defined and implemented 

using the second form of CREATE TYPE command. The generic syntax of the second 

form of this command is as follows: 

CREATE TYPE name AS ENUM ( [ 'label' [, ... ] ] ) 

Accordingly, enumerated types are simply defined as a list of one or more quoted 

labels. We provide in Listing 2 and Listing 3 some illustrative examples for creating 

fuzzy and symbolic domains related to the mapping of the data model given in Figure 4. 

The two first examples in Listing 2 permit to create fuzzy age domains. Although these 

two domains have the same list of linguistic labels, they are different since these 

linguistic labels have different parameters’ values. The two next enumerated types 

define two domains associated with Luminosity and Location fuzzy attributes. 

 

Listing 2 Creating fuzzy domains 

 

Listing 3 shows the definition and implementation of two symbolic domains 

using the second form of CREATE TYPE command. These symbolic domains are 

associated with attributes TypeStar and TypeSNova, respectively. 

 

Listing 3 Creating symbolic domains 
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 The use of these fuzzy and symbolic domains for creating fuzzy attributes is 

discussed and illustrated later. 

Fuzzy attributes 

Implementation of Models I.1 to I.5 and II.1 to II.4. As established by Mapping Rule  2,  

fuzzy attributes defined through Models I.1 to I.5 or  II.1 to II.4 are mapped into new 

composite attributes with the following components: (i) Value: which is the value of the 

attribute as provided by the user; (ii) DataType:  which is the fuzzy data type of the 

attribute provided by the user; and (iii) ParametersList:  which is a multi-valued 

attribute indicating the list of parameters' values needed to generate the possibility 

distribution of the fuzzy data type. 

Let Attr be a fuzzy attribute defined through Models I.1 to I.5 or II.1 to II.4. 

Then, the mapped attribute from Attr is created as follows: 

CREATE TYPE  Attr AS ( 

Value fuzzy-data-type|linguistic-label, 

DataType  basic-data-type, 

ParametersList basic-data-type[]|fuzzy-data-type-param); 

 

The symbol | above sets for OR.  The Value component can be specified as a 

fuzzy data type (fuzzy-data-type) or as a fuzzy domain that is defined through a series of 

linguistic labels (linguistic-label). The first case applies mainly for non-linguistic label-

based attributes (e.g., the attribute Age associated with GALAXY which is defined as an 

Approximate Value). The second case is more useful for linguistic label-based attributes 

where a set of possible linguistic labels is explicitly defined by the user (e.g., the 
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attribute Location associated with GALAXY which is defined as a Linguistic Label). 

The DataType component takes the basic data type (basic-data-type) provided by the 

user. The value of this attribute may be any conventional (crisp) data type. The   

ParametersList component can be defined either as list of the basic data type (basic-

data-type) or a composite attribute with a predefined number of parameters (fuzzy-data-

type-param). In the first case, the number of parameters is not specified. In the second 

case, the number of parameters is implicitly defined by the number of the components 

in the composite data type fuzzy-data-type-param. 

Listing 4 provides some illustrative examples for creating fuzzy attributes using 

the syntax given above. 

 

Listing 4 Creating fuzzy attributes as composite types 

Implementation of Model I.6.  Based on Mapping Rule 3, fuzzy attributes defined through 

Model I.6 are   mapped as a list where each element is composed of two numbers. Let 

Attr be a fuzzy attribute defined through Model I.6. Then, the mapped attribute from 

Attr is created as follows: 

Attr numerical[][2]; 

According to this sentence, fuzzy attribute defined through Model I.6 are 

defined as two-dimensional array data type where each element is a list of two numbers.  

An array data type is named by appending square brackets ([]) to the data type name of 
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the array elements. The above command will create an attribute named Attr as a two-

dimensional array of type numerical where each element is of the form (pi,di) where di 

is a numerical value and  pi[0,1]  is  the possibility that the value  of the concept under 

consideration (i.e., represented by attribute Attr) is equal to di.  More specific numerical 

data types (e.g., integer, real, float, etc.) can also be used. 

The first example in Listing 5 shows the definition of a fuzzy attribute called 

Age, which is defined as a two-dimensional list. This attribute accepts values defined as 

possibility distributions. 

 

Listing 5 Creating fuzzy attributes as list or as scalar 

Implementation of Model III.1. According to Mapping Rule 4, fuzzy attributes defined 

through Model III.1 is mapped as a text type with a pre-defined domain. Let Attr be a 

fuzzy attribute defined through Model III.1. Then, the mapped attribute from Attr is 

created as follows: 

Attr enum-domain; 

  

where enum-domain is an enumerated domain defined using CREATE TYPE  

command as examined in  Section 4.2.2. The second example in Listing 5 shows the 

definition of a fuzzy attribute Age defined based on an enumerated domain called 

PersonAgeDomain. The latter, which sets the domain of a person's age, has been 

defined in Listing  2. This attribute accepts values defined as a linguistic label from the 

pre-defined domain, e.g., Age=young. 
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Implementation of Model III.3.  According to Mapping Rule 5, fuzzy attributes defined 

through Model III.3 are  mapped as a list of scalar values. Let Attr be a fuzzy attribute 

defined through Model III.3. Then, the mapped attribute from Attr is created as follows: 

Attr text[]; 

According to this definition, fuzzy attributes defined through Model III.3 are 

defined as one-dimensional array data type where each element is of text data type. 

More specific textual data types (e.g., varchar,  etc.) can also be used. The third example 

in Listing  5 shows the definition of a  fuzzy attribute called  Height defined as a set of 

scalar values   from a pre-defined list called  HeightDomain  that can be specified  as 

follows: 

 

CREATE TYPE HeightDomain AS ENUM ('very short','short', 'tall','very tall'); 

 

The attribute Height accepts a set of values from HeightDomain, e.g.,  

Height={tall, very tall}. 
 

Implementation of Model III.4. According to Mapping Rule 5, fuzzy attributes defined 

through Model III.4 are mapped as a list of numerical values. Let Attr be a fuzzy 

attribute defined through Model III.4. Then, the mapped attribute from Attr is created as 

follows: 

Attr numerical[]; 

According to this definition, fuzzy attributes defined through Model III.4 are defined as 

one-dimensional array of numerical data type. More specific numerical data types 

(integer, real, float, etc.) can also be used.  The fourth example in Listing 5 shows the 

definition of a fuzzy attribute called Height defined as a list of real numbers. The 

attribute Height accepts a set of real values, e.g.  Height={1.85,1.95}. 
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The metadata level 

The characteristics of attributes need to be stored in the metadata level. As discussed in 

the third section, five meta-relations are required: ATTRIBUTES, SYM-

ATTRIBUTES, FUZZ-ATTRIBUTES, LABELS and PROXIMITY. The extensional 

definitions of the meta-relations associated with Figure 4 are given in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Metadata 
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Performance analysis and comparative study 

In this section present some performance analysis results and then we compare the 

proposed storing solution to storing in a pure relational database model. 

Performance analysis 

In this section, we provide some performance analysis. First, we mention that the 

experimentations have been conducted on a Dell Vostro 1015 Laptop with an Intel Core 

2 Duo  processor (2.20 GHz)  and 3 GB of memory. In addition, in these 

experimentations data have not been preloaded in memory and there is not any index on 

the attributes concerned by the insertion of new tuples. 

We studied the CPU times for query processing and the membership degrees 

computing with different number of attributes.  Figure 6.a represents graphically the 

evolution of the CPU time for query processing with crisp and fuzzy attributes. We may 

distinguish three zones in this figure: (i) for a low number of attributes (less than 10), 

the CPU time of query processing with fuzzy attributes  is relatively higher than the 

CPU time of query processing with crisp attributes; (ii) for a moderate number of 

attributes (between 20 and 40), the CPU time of query processing with   crisp and fuzzy 

attributes are almost the same; and (iii) for a high number of attributes (more than 40), 

the CPU time of query processing with crisp attributes  varies nearly linearly while the 

CPU time of query processing with  fuzzy attributes  varies smoothly. 

Figure 6.b shows graphically the variation of the CPU time of query processing 

and membership degrees computing with crisp attributes. As shown in this figure, the 

CPU time for computing the degree of membership is about 20ms for a low number of 
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attributes. Then, the CPU time of membership degrees computing varies almost linearly 

with the number of attributes. 

Figure 6.c illustrates graphically the CPU time for query processing and 

membership degrees computing with crisp and fuzzy attributes. As we notice in this 

figure, the CPU time for query processing and membership degrees computing with 

crisp and fuzzy attributes remain nearly the same for small number of attributes (less 

than 10). However, the CPU time of membership degrees computing increases more 

quickly for a higher number of attributes (more than 10). 

 

 

Figure 6 Performance analysis 

 

  We can conclude that querying do not suffer a big overhead when using fuzzy 

attributes and that the cost vary linearly with respect to the number of attributes. 
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However, the fact that in sometimes, it is faster to insert fuzzy attributes than crisp ones 

needs more investigations. 

Comparative study 

 Figure 7 shows an extract from meta-relation FUZZ-ATTRIBUTES as defined in this 

paper and in a pure relational data model.  It is easy to see that the use of multi-valued 

attributes, supported by object-relational database models, reduces the storage space and 

improves access time. The same remark holds for data storage as it is shown in Figure 

8.  

 
Figure 7 Extract from meta-relation FUZZ-ATTRIBUTES in our model (up) and in a 

pure relational database model (down) 

 

Figure 8 Extract from fuzzy relation STAR in our model (up) and in a pure relational 

database model (down) 
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Discussion  

In this section, we discuss some implementation issues. The first issue concerns the 

mapping and storing of fuzzy attributes' parameters. There are several solutions to map 

the characteristics of fuzzy attributes. We can, for example, use one common meta-

relation with four attributes devoted to store the different parameters. In that time, we 

may have ‘null’ values any time the number of parameters is less than the maximum 

number of parameters. Another solution is to group data types along the number of 

required parameters.  An ameliorated version of this solution is adopted in  Medina et al 

(1995)  where a common meta-relation is defined with a specific attribute serves as a 

pointer to two other meta-relations. One drawback of the solutions cited above is that 

anytime we need to add a new linguistic data type or to change the adopted linguistic 

data type, we may have to update the meta-relations structure. 

The second issue concerns the use of the attributes' parameters both at the 

intensional and extensional levels. This allows users to insert values of different data 

types, which may have different number of parameters.  For instance, the formal 

definition of the attribute may be a trapezoidal-based possibility distribution with four 

parameters but the user may introduce a crisp value (with no parameter), an interval 

(with two parameters) or an approximate value (with three parameters).  In all cases, the 

different data types defined at the extensional level should be consistent with the formal 

definition of the attribute at the intensional level.  

Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed a set of conceptual and technical solutions to model, represent 

and implement imperfect information in the context of large fuzzy databases. The 

conceptual solution consists of a rich set of generic fuzzy data types permitting to model 
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almost all kinds of imperfect information. In addition, these fuzzy data types are 

uniformly represented using possibility distributions. Furthermore, the straightforward 

implementation solutions introduced in this paper exploit the basic constructs of object 

modelling such as multi-valued attributes, composed attributes, structured data types 

and array data types. The proposed solutions are particularly useful for exploring large 

databases since they minimize the space required to store imperfect information, and 

permit an efficient and effective access to these databases.  

In the future, we first intend to use the advanced form of CREATE TYPE 

command to create Fuzzy ADT with all the required functionalities such as input and 

output functions.  We also intend to apply the proposed solutions to a real-world 

decision problem requiring the use of large fuzzy databases and to conduct a series of 

intensive experimentations for evaluating the performance of the proposed solutions.  
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